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MAJOR CHANGES IDENTIFIED IN RESPONSE TO PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER COMMENTS SINCE DECEMBER 2015:
1.

2.

3.

UPDATED CLO CROSS LAKE OVERLAY ZONING DISTRICT. (Article 4) This is an existing overlay district that is
included as part of the UDC with the following changes:
a.

Dimensional Standards. (page 4-31) Updated language to include minimum one acre lot area for new lots not
served by community sewer. The purpose of this change is to reduce or mitigate adverse impacts that
development might otherwise have on water quality.

b.

Boathouse. (page 7-6) Based on concerns regarding boathouses on Cross Lake, standards are proposed to
control the scale, use and number of boathouse structures. These new requirements are integrated into the Cross
Lake Overlay District.

ALCOHOL RELATED USES CLARIFIED. (Article 5) The UDC clearly states that all alcohol related uses must comply
with the requirements of Chapter 10 of the Code of Ordinances.
a.

Retail Sales of Alcohol (page 5-10 and Table 5-1) has been divided into 1) Sales of Beer/Wine, and 2) Sales of
Liquor. Retail Sales of Beer/Wine is a use-by-right in a majority of the commercial districts, but is not permitted in
the C-1 (current B-1) District. This would include most convenience and grocery stores. Retail Sales of Liquor is
a use-by-right in C-4 (Heavy Commercial) only. A special-use permit is required for all other commercial,
downtown and industrial districts and will be prohibited in the C-1 (current B-1) District. A special-use permit
requires City Council or Parish Commission approval.

b.

Restaurants Serving Alcohol that comply with Chapter 10 (60% food sales) are allowed-by-right in all
commercial, downtown, and industrial zoning districts.

c.

Bars are allowed as a use-by-right in most of the heavier commercial, downtown, and industrial districts, but
require a special-use permit in those zoning districts closest to residential districts. Bars are prohibited in C-1
(current B-1) District.

d.

Micro-Brewery, Micro-Distillery, and Micro-Winery. (page 5-8, 5-9) Updated language/definitions to include
how these establishments can operate when it comes to on-premise consumption, tasting rooms, and beverage
manufacturing.

REGULATION OF PAYDAY/TITLE LOAN AGENCY. (page 6-12) Several elected officials, as well as many citizens,
voiced their concerns about the clustering of these uses on major thoroughfares and in low-income neighborhoods.
The new language in the UDC places limitations on where new storefronts can open, as well as introducing spacing
requirements between such establishments. Aside from including a separate more well-defined definition, these
businesses can only be located in specific commercial zoned districts and, in most cases, must be authorized by a
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special-use permit. A payday/title loan agency cannot be located within 1,000 feet of another payday/title loan
agency, and, if located within 500 feet or less from any residential district would require the Applicant to obtain a
special-use permit (regardless of zoning district). These establishments are prohibited in the C-1 (current B-1) District.
4.

NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES ON A LOT RE-EVALUATED. (page 7-1) Updated language includes
permission from the MPC for a resident to reside in an existing residential structure while a new residential structure is
being constructed on site. The existing structure may remain on the site until the new structure is completed.
Secondary residence approval from the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) is no longer required.

5.

NUMBER OF DETACHED ACCESSORY STRUCTURES REDUCED. (page 7-4) The number of detached accessory
structures permitted on any lot has been decreased from three (3) in the previous Draft UDC, to two (2) in the updated
Draft UDC along with a maximum yard coverage of 40%. Please note that barns and silos in agricultural areas, as well
as detached garages and carports, will not be included in calculating the number of detached accessory structures.

6.

RESTRICTIONS ON CHICKENS AND CHICKEN COOPS. (page 7-7) Only to be permitted in the larger-lot, singlefamily residential districts (R-A, R-E, R-1-12, and R-1-7) with chicken coops being utilized as accessory structures.
Chicken coops are limited in size, restricted to rear yards with a fenced outdoor enclosure, and the number of chickens
is limited to a maximum of eight (8) hens with no roosters. The R-A District is exempt from these regulations.

7.

PARKING EXEMPTIONS THAT ENCOURAGE REDEVELOPMENT (page 8-18) have been granted to existing nonresidential structures that currently do not provide off-street parking on the lot. This exemption is a tangible symbol of
the UDC's intent in honoring a community’s heritage and valuing its character and sense of place; while encouraging
growth and investment in older inner-city neighborhoods. Structures can still expand their footprint as long as the
expansion is on the same lot. However, if the structure’s use were to expand (e.g., the adjoining lot is purchased or
leased), this exemption is no longer valid, nor would it be valid if the principal building is demolished.

8.

NEW SCREENING / BUFFERING STANDARDS (page 8-15) for loading docks have been added. These standards
provide additional criteria for sites by addressing landscaping and screening requirements for loading facilities. These
requirements help improve the appearance of the area, shield the loading areas from public view, and protect nearby
residential properties.

9.

LEGAL REVIEW OF SIGN ORDINANCE PROVISIONS. (Article 9) The recent U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Reed
v. Town of Gilbert is a major case with far-reaching impacts on local governments. While the Reed case addressed
regulation of temporary directional signs, its ramifications go beyond just that one category of sign regulation. The
Permitted Exempt Signs section of the UDC (pages 9-6 through 9-10) has undergone a major revision to ensure
content neutrality. Content-neutral regulations are also called “time, place and manner restrictions,” as the regulation
seeks not to limit any particular type of speech, but merely to regulate the circumstances under which the speech may
take place.

10. POLE SIGN HEIGHTS REDEFINED (Table 9-3) to be more proportional to the maximum building height allowed within
the respective zoning district. They are now limited to the maximum building height of the district minus 10 feet, and in
no case can be taller than 40 feet.
11. BILLBOARDS CAP-AND-REPLACE PROGRAM PROVIDED. (9-29 through 9-37) Section 9.8 has been revised to
incorporate comments received from the billboard industry. The new language allows a “cap and replace” program that
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allows billboard companies to take down billboards, get credit for the square footage removed, and apply the credit to a
billboard to be erected in another permitted location. New billboards are still restricted to the same zoning districts of
the previous draft. This proposal would make it easier to move billboards in the way of redevelopment or road projects
and reduce the potential for costly litigation while keeping the overall square footage of billboards in check and
protecting neighborhoods. Please note the 2-for-1 provision that requires the elimination of two (2) nonconforming
billboards for one (1) newly conforming billboard is still a primary component of the Final Draft of the UDC.
12. SELECTION AND INSTALLATION OF LANDSCAPE PLANT MATERIALS REFINED (page 10-3) with particular
attention to plant materials and heights permitted where overhead utilities are present. Tree limbs and power lines
aren’t good neighbors—especially when storms bring lightning, high winds or ice. This section has been revised to
provide basic information about the type of trees that can be planted under or near power lines.
13. TREE TRIMMING AND PRUNING BY PUBLIC UTILITY COMPANIES REVISED. (page 10-5) At the discretion of
either the City or Parish Public Works Department or by SPAR, the utility shall present yearly pruning plans for trees
located within designated utility easements that cross public property. This revision places the responsibility on the
governing entity to submit a request to the utility company for a specific location or area.
14. SUMMARY OF APPLICATION ACTIONS UPDATED (Table 15.1, page 15-2) with the assistance of the City
Attorney’s Office. The intent was to provide some additional clarity and ease of use to the reader. A column was
added to allow for quick and easy reference to the areas cited for proficient cross-referencing. The application actions
were sub-divided to coincide with the final decision-making body. Lastly, the terms and abbreviations used within the
table now track more closely with the UDC Code text.
15. STREAMLINED SITE PLAN REVIEW AND APPEAL PROCESS CONTINUED IN THE UDC (Section 16.6) to reflect
the site plan approval procedures recently adopted by both the City Council and Parish Commission that went into
effect on August 1, 2016. Its purpose is to concisely explain the process of site plan review and approval in order to be
user-friendly and to improve the quality of site plan submissions. To assist the MPC with this responsibility, all
Applicants are required to attend a Pre-Application Conference, or PAC, where various city and parish departments
meet on a bi-weekly basis, acting in a technical capacity, reviewing site plans to determine their compliance with the
various UDC regulations and requirements regarding development. This allows the Applicant to evaluate the issues
and cost of development before making significant investments in the application and development process. Final
approval of all site plans, as is currently, will be determined by the Executive Director based on recommendations from
MPC Staff. Decisions by the Executive Director can be appealed to the MPC Board of Directors.
16. SMALL PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENTS (SPUDS) CLARIFIED. (Section 16.7) This section has been reorganized
for clarity, to distinguish between the PUD and SPUD processes. The intent of a SPUD is to allow for master planned
developments at a smaller scale, which may include single or mixed uses such as residential, office, commercial, and
industrial. The SPUD has no minimum acreage requirements and must be less than five (5) acres. The SPUD
ordinance enables the development of quality designed projects throughout the jurisdiction of the MPC and
encourages infill development within the urbanized area of the City of Shreveport.
17. IMPROVED AND EXPEDITED SUBDIVISION PLAT APPROVAL PROCESS. (Article 17) Revisions have been made
to explain and better distinguish between major and minor subdivisions. A Major Subdivision is any subdivision not
classified as a minor subdivision, including but not limited to subdivisions of seven or more lots. A Minor Subdivision
is the division of a single parcel, tract, or lot into a minimum of three lots and a maximum of six lots all of which front on
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an existing street. Also, an Administrative Subdivision process has been added, allowing for the division of a single
parcel, tract, or lot into no more than two lots. The Metropolitan Planning Commission delegates authority to the
Executive Director to approve and sign resubdivision plats that consolidate lots or tracts into single lots or resubdivision
plats that shift the boundary line between adjoining lots without creating any additional lots or building sites. These
new regulations have been refined and clarified based on recommendations by the City of Shreveport Engineering
Department.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The separate development regulations of the City of Shreveport and Caddo Parish are complicated and the result of decades of
incremental changes and stopgap amendments. After 3 1/2 years of design and review at a cost of $450,000 of the tax payer’s
money, the proposed UDC has reached the final stages of revision in anticipation of its final adoption. This final document addresses
the key issues and concerns submitted by citizens and stakeholders pertaining to the first and second drafts of the UDC along with
the proposed zoning map through an extensive sixteen (16) month public outreach process. In summary the adoption of the UDC will
result in a contemporary code that would include:
•
•
•
•

A logical organization and user-friendly format;
Substantive review standards that are clear, consistent, and illustrated where appropriate;
Legally-defensible standards and processes; and
A streamlined and predictable application review and approval process.

The ratification of the UDC will serve as a major benchmark in shaping the future of the Shreveport-Caddo area for decades to come.
Just imagine our community being empowered to proactively attract new development, incite greater opportunities for reinvestment in
the inner city, and having the tools to enhance the quality of life for all our citizens. True, the UDC will not solve all of the economic
development challenges we face, but it is a major step in making Shreveport- Caddo more competitive with other metropolitan areas
throughout the state and country.
Should you have any questions regarding any information in this report, or would like further information on the UDC, please contact
the MPC office at (318) 673-6480.
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